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Meet  the Artist

Fiona paints the mountains, 
trees and beaches of her 
beloved west coast. Playing 
with geometry and colour, 
she seeks to provide a 
fresh perspective of the 
rugged beauty of our 
wild places. Working from 
her home studio, Fiona’s 
days are spent creating, 
parenting and dreaming of 
her next adventure.



Designers, businesses & 
accommodations wanting 

to order more than five 
prints

WHO IS 
THIS FOR?

• Archival stretched
canvas prints

• Solid wood, custom float
frames 

WHAT PRODUCTS 
ARE OFFERED?

Our trade program allows 
you to access special 

pricing depending on the 
number of prints you order

WHAT IS TRADE 
PROGRAM PRICING?

The Trade Program



Our prints use archival quality materials 
and lightfast inks (giclee).

Canvas prints come stretched across 
locally sourced wood stretcher bars 

making them 1.5” deep.

They are protected with a satin coating 
of UV protective varnish that will last a 

lifetime.

Hanging hardware is installed for all 
stretched canvases so they are ready 

to display.

Our solid wood float frames sit 
1/4” away from the sides of the 
canvas, allowing the viewer a 

glimpse of the sides of the piece 
while framing the overall work.

Natural wood is finished with a 
clear, protective wax to enhance 

the colour of the wood. White 
and black frames are spray 

coated with a durable matte 
paint for an even finish.

Canvas Prints Frames



Big or small, this 
orientation is a 
classic choice 
and brings the 
west coast to 

your space in an 
understated way. 

Our printing 
process allows for 

these pieces to 
be curated to 

almost any size.

Sometimes a 
space requires 
a painting with 

more exaggerated 
dimensions. A tall 

wall or a large 
space over a bed 
requires just the 

right look. 

Long and tall 
options provide 

just the right touch.

LANDSCAPE 
& PORTRAIT

LONG
& TALL

The Collection Orientation Options
CHOOSING 

THE RIGHT 

piece
FOR YOUR  

space

Nothing could be 
more satisfying 
than a square. 

Multiple pieces 
can be arranged 

horizontally or 
vertically, allowing 
for an exploration 

of individually 
curated paintings 
selected by you. 

Small or big, 
a square is a 

statement piece.

PERFECTLY 
SQUARE



DAYBREAK

PASSAGE

DISCOVERY

REJOICE

EMERGENCE

RIFT

CHOICES

Classic
Portrait

GLOW

SENTINEL

CARVE

INLET

COX BAY

OXYGEN



CHOICES

AURORA

Lovely Landscape

BREAK THROUGH BREAKER

CANDIED COLD WATER ESTUARY

GLIMPSE LADEN MELT

.MT. BAKER MYSTIC NARROWS



NEW DAY NORTH COAST OLD GROWTH

PACIFICA PEAKS & VALLEYS SANDCUT

SOMBRIO SPECTRUM SUMMER BLUES

SUNSET POINT VIRIDIAN TAN LINES



CHOICESPerfectly Square

COTTON CANDY

GLACIER FED

CLEANSE

FRESH START

RESILIENCE ROLLING

WADE IN WALK WITH ME

PEAK-A-BOO

SEA TO SKY

EXPOSURE

HOME



CRUSH

CHOICESTall and Narrow
EDGE FINALEMASQUERADE SAVOUR UCLUELET OPEN UP (DIPTYCH)



BLUSH CALM WATERS

CHOICES

Long and Linear

EXPLORE FRESH TRACKS

HOPE MARSH

CHESTERMAN CREAM LAKE



RISING SEA STACKS

SOLITUDE SOUTH BEACH

NORTH ISLAND OUTCROP

TIDE LINES TRIPLE PEAK

SPRING TIDE THE STRAIT

“Seeking mountains, trees, ocean always”



The Final Touch
CHOOSING 

YOUR FRAME
YOU HAVE 

CHOSEN YOUR 

pieces
NOW LETS TALK  

frames Our natural wood is finished 
with a clear, protective wax to 

enhance the colour of the wood.

WE OFFER FIVE DIFFERENT OPTIONS
IN OUR WOOD FLOAT FRAMES

natural painted

Solid wood float frames are designed to be used with 1.5” deep stretched 
canvases. They sit 1/4” away from the canvas, allowing the viewer a glimpse of 
the sides of the piece while framing the overall work. They are 2” inches deep 

and sit flush with the wall.

Our white and black frames are 
spray coated with a durable 

matte paint for an even finish.

MAPLE - OAK - WALNUT WHITE - BLACK



let’s make it happen

CONTACT FIONA DALRYMPLE ART

For a conversation about how we can work together 
to bring pieces by Fiona into your home, workspace or 

get-a-way, please reach out to us via email - found 
below. You can also find us on social media to learn 

more about our story.

info@fionadalrymple.com 
www.fionadalrymple.com
@fionadalrympleart
Fiona Dalrymple

Sizing options begin at 20” x 20” for square, 18” x 24” for portrait/
landscape, and 12” x 24” for long/tall. Pricing for individual pieces in 

these sizes begin at $250-$290* 

Larger sizing options, such as 48” x 48” for square, 36” x 48” for portrait/
landscape, and 24” x 48” for long/tall, range from $600-$800*.

*These prices are for individual pieces before the trade program savings and subject to change

Fiona’s Trade Program offers savings of 15%-30%

Sizing & Pricing



TRADE PROGRAM 




